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The Big 

Picture 

A lot of good news flowed largely under the radar during July. The big statement was ECB 

President Mario Draghi pledging to do 'whatever it takes' to save the Euro. Markets rallied 

hard on that news during the last few days of July. In the US, house prices rose last month 

in all 20 cities of the Case-Shiller index - and by as much as 4.5% in Chicago - making that 4 

months in a row that house prices have gone up. It is increasingly becoming apparent that, 

after 5 years, the US housing market has turned the corner. And what a corner! 

Unsurprisingly, their latest consumer confidence shocked to the upside. 

China doomsayers were caught short mid-month when their PMI index shocked to the 

upside. China had already started its stimulus package but still announced two days ago 

that they are adding an additional $50bn+ infrastructure spend on railways! Yesterday, 

China reaffirmed it was on track to get their desired growth and were ready to do more if 

external conditions warrant it. Who could deny China their swag of Olympic gold medals on 

the back of their economic performance? 

So how does this sit with last month's Access Economics (now part of Deloitte) report on the 

China boom to expire in 2014? As that canny journalist, Michael Pascoe, pointed out, since 

inception about two decades ago, Access has been predicting the end of the China boom. 

Indeed last year they predicted it would end in 2013 so July's prediction added an extra year 

to the boom! Of course resource and mining services stocks have been hammered but, 

when the dust settles and China is really seen for what it is, perhaps the market will price 

back in strong growth in volumes and moderate commodity prices. Broking analysts have 

not significantly downgraded the big companies in these sectors in recent time. 

At home, inflation is crawling along the bottom of the 2% - 3% band. And as Craig James 

said this morning on Sky Business - petrol prices are now about what they were five years 

ago but average wages are 27% higher! Interest rates might be on hold for a while though 

as the RBA digests data coming through. 

On the really bright side, the US looks about ready to stimulate their economy and may do 

so in a co-ordinated way with Europe and the UK this week - although some - including 

ourselves - still think September is more likely for these plans to be enacted. 
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Asset Classes 

Australian 

Equities 

Our market climbed a very healthy 4.3% last month - well ahead of the 1% or so for the US and 

UK. Our broker-based forecasts for the next 12 months' capital gains have slipped from 15% in 

May to 12% today - as the August reporting season gets underway. Of course 12% is still very 

good - especially when the dividend forecast is 5.2% without franking credits. We estimate that 

the market is a fraction under-priced at -1.4% making fair value about 4,350. 

It is fairly clear that high yield sectors have been the focus of investor attention but this run 

might be nearing its end. We have Telcos priced at 13% over, Property 7.7% over and Staples, 

Health and Financials each about 5% over. Since +6% has been historically the trigger for the 

end of a run, or a correction, capital gains in these sectors might not be there for a little while. 

Resources and Industrials are very cheap by our metric - so it depends where one stands on 

the China and stimulus packages about the future of these sectors. 

At just past the half-way point for the calendar year, the ASX 200 has climbed 5.24% (about the 

average for a whole year). Given the political factors it is entirely possible that we will have had 

a double-digit growth year when New Year's Eve arrives. 5,000 on the ASX seems a little 

optimistic for year-end but well above 4,500 is not out of line with broker forecasts. 

Foreign 

Equities 

The S&P 500 and the FTSE recorded modest gains of about 1% in July and the DAX was 

strong at 5.5%. The end-of-the-world was priced in the market a few weeks ago and, as we still 

awake each morning, and governments start to act rather than talk, further gains are likely. 

Interviewees on Bloomberg TV seem to be now talking of gains as much as 20% on the S&P 

500 going forward but also it may be the end of the high-yield play. Our forecast for the next 12 

months on the S&P 500 is for a more modest 11.5% and that forecast has been stable for 

months. There is so much money in very low yielding Treasuries that a rebalancing of portfolios 

might not be far away. A real risk on trade is by no way out of the question. 

If the ECB does what people expect - granting a banking license for their rescue fund so that it 

can deal directly with commercial banks rather than sovereigns, interest rates are cut, and the 

bond purchase programme of last year is brought back, life could be much more positive for the 

markets. Coupled with Europe, a QE3 in the US could overshadow the closing ceremony at 

London 2012. 

There is, of course, always a downside. If Draghi and Bernanke merely mumble platitudes, the 

recent rally will evaporate. 

Bonds Spanish and Italian bonds are still unsustainable as they hover around 7%. However, the 

increase in yields stopped and a slight retracement has taken place as hope for European 

action takes hold. 

Interest 

Rates 

The RBA meets next Tuesday to determine interest rates. While a rate cut is possible it is not 

the consensus view. It might be better to assess the impact of previous cuts and have some dry 

powder for a rainy day. It is entirely possible that this is the bottom of the cycle and we need 

some bad data to really need another cut. 

Currency The dollar was as low as $0.9675 earlier in the year but it again breached $1.05 in July.  

Oil Brent oil climbed 12.8% in the month - and WTI 5.6% - with the optimism created by stimulus 

and the continuing troubles in Syria. 

Gold The gold price climbed back above $1,600 in July - at an increase of 1.5% for the month 

 

 



 

                       Regional Analysis 

Australia It took a speech by the NAB boss to tell us to stop being so gloomy. CommSec's Craig James said 

in last Monday morning's Sky Business interview that a good day was expected - on the back of 

Friday night's market activity - so he predicted there would be no journalists reporting from the 

Stock Exchange live today - they only turn up when there is bad news. So true! 

While there is no doubt that our country is in good economic shape relative to the rest of the 

developed world, it could be better. With our election less than a year away, hard decisions on 

industry policy might not be taken. Wayne Swan was on the front page of the AFR today taking a 

'Springsteen invoked rallying cry' against Australia's rich. Clearly he does not know how wealthy is 

Bruce Springsteen. 

It is not clear that the family hand-outs and rate cuts have had any major impact on consumer 

confidence. Employment growth is close to non-existent.  

The big miners seem to be rethinking $100bn worth of mining investment while it watches China 

developments. But this feels very 2008 to us. The same story seemed to be around - and much 

worse - but then a big resurgence flowed through. Good management needs to keep its collective 

eye on the ball just as investors should not blindly follow a dream. I can recall so many times when 

dire consequence were factored in - like 1973 oil shock - only to see the world carry on and adapt. 

The current dismay seems very mild compared to so many other obstacles that were overcome. 

China China and its watchers are becoming very interesting. Many commentators seem to be suggesting 

China will not carry on growing and our iron ore will not be needed to any great extent. What 

happened is that China put in a massive stimulus package in 2008. It wanted to keep growing 

despite the GFC rolling in. Such extreme measures cannot be precisely managed. As a result 

inflation started to get to uncomfortable levels and a property bubble was forming. 

Naturally China wanted to slow their economy down and did so beautifully. Within a year it got 

inflation down from over 6% to just over 2% - and it got growth down to just over 8%. Again there is 

a little overshooting so it recently started a more gentle stimulus package than in 2008 because a 

big one wasn't needed. It is already taking effect in the PMI (Purchasing Managers Index produced 

twice a month) and their leadership is repeatedly letting the world know that it is committed to keep 

growth on tack - and that it believes growth is on track. Spot commodity prices are always volatile. 

They are currently off their peaks but could easily rise again as the next slower boom takes hold. 

U.S.A. The US economy is too strong to warrant a big stimulus package and there is Presidential election 

only four months away. Clearly unemployment will be a big debating point and their independent 

Federal Reserve cannot be seen to take sides. 

Chairman Bernanke has said he has tools in his toolbox and is ready to use them. The FOMC 

meeting last night and tonight might produce action but September looks more likely. If Europe 

moves first, the US can claim it is following Europe. But if it goes first some might suggest it is a 

political statement. 

The putative turnaround in the housing market should not be underestimated. While house prices 

were falling year after year there was no incentive to build new houses and populate them with 

appliances. Housing growth helps fuel employment and consumer confidence. There are emerging 

signs of improving confidence. 

Europe The panic about defaults has subsided as Draghi takes charge of the European reconstruction. Of 

course it is easy to say he will do what it takes. He now needs to say what he thinks it needs and to 

do it! It does not have to take effect for markets to recover - just the confidence that at least what 

should be done will be done. 

Rest of 

World 

The Rest of the World is hopefully at the Olympics and enjoying them. It seems, like in Sydney, 

London is largely without normal tourists and some locals. Restaurants are reportedly less crowded 

and the commute is better than normal. So much for the economic benefits of major sporting 

events. 

 


